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LALIT NARAYAN MITHILA UNIVERSITY 

KAMESHWARANAGAR, DARBHANGA 

Program outcomes, program specific outcomes and course outcomes of the 

department of Sanskrit are stated: 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES: The programme has enabled PG level students of Sanskrit to be 

introduced with Indian age-old heritage, accumulating in the last forty centuries, exercising 

inexpressible impact on the life and culture of the indians with the explicit aim of inspiring as 

well as uplifting qualitatively each and everyone, directly or otherwise concerned with. 

coURSE OUTcOMES (MAJOR): SEMESTER- 1, PAPER- cc-I: This paper is designed to introduce 

the students with vedic concept of god partially. 

SEMESTER-1, PAPER- cc-I: It is meant also for helping students in knowing Indian 

Philosophical systems in common perspective. It also helps learning Indian logic to some extent. 

It also incorporates the Vedantasara, Yogasutra and Samkhyakarika. 

SEMESTER-, PAPER- CC-Il: It is designed also for for making the students familiar to the 

Bhattejidikshit's simple analysis on Karakprakaranm, Subantaprakaranm, Dhaturup. All forming 

significant portions of the Shiddhantakaumudi, a commentarial write-up on Panini's 

Astadhyayi, énd included Mahabhashyam by Patanjali. Moreover, fundamental topics of 

Sanskrit grammar at large are also aimed at to be taught. 

SEMESTER-1, PAPER- CC-IV: The outcome of this course is to introduce the students with the 

keynote essentials of the rhetorical work Kavyaprakasha of Mammtacharya to ensure the 

better learning outcome in the area of grammar/Kavyashasfro 

SEMESTER-Il, PAPER- CCV: The course is intended for imparting knowledge as to philological 
speculation expected to increase the level of students outlook on Sanskrit linguistics. 

SEMESTER-I1, PAPER- CC- VI: The course is designed to introduce the students with the 

masterly piece of Sanskrit poem romance, Meghadhutam composed by the Great poet 

Kalidasa. It also incorporates the famous epic Buddhacharitam by Ashwaghosh. 
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SEMESTER-II, PAPER- CC- Vil: The course aims at helping the students to be introduced to the 
Rigvedic, the Atharvadic and Brahmanic texts which may be inspire-giving for the students to be 

in pursuit of knowledge of excellence. 

SEMESTER-II, PAPER- CC- VIll: The course is designed to introduce the students with the 

masterly piece of Sanskrit prose romance, the Kadambari & Harshacharitam composed by 
Banabhatta. 

SEMESTER-11, PAPER- CC-IX This paper aims at making the students acquainted with the work 
the famous drama Mricchakatikam, Bikramorbashiyam, Mudrarakshas am &Uttarramcharitam 
with a view to giving knowledge of ancient Indian dramatic system. 

SEMESTER-I, PAPER- CC-X The course aims at helping the students to be introduced to the 
Bharata Natyashastra and Dasharupaka texts which may be inspire-giving for the students to 

be in pursuit of knowledge of excellence. 

SEMESTER-II1, PAPER- CC-XI This paper is designed to introduce the students with Dhanyaloka, 
Kavyaprakasha and Kavyashastra of Arastu texts which may be inspire-giving for the students 
to be in pursuit of knowledge of excellence. 

SEMESTER-I1, PAPER- CC- XII : The course is intended for making the students acquainted the 
two highly adored Mahakavyas namely, the Ramayana and Mahabharata in order that the 
impact of the grand teaching of these both might sanctify the taught and believe of upcoming 
learners of Sanskrit. 

SEMESTER-II1, PAPER- CC-XIlI : It is meant also for helping students in knowing Indian 

Philosophical systems in common perspective. It also helps learning Indian logic to some extent. 

SEMESTER-III, PAPER- CC-XIV: The course is intended for making the students how to make : 

synopsis, what to know from the manuscript and what is proof reading which may be inspire- 

giving for the students to be in pursuit of knowledge of excellence.

SEMESTER-IV, PAPER- EC-I: This paper is designed to introduce the students with 

Shrimadvagbatgita, Shivapurana, Agnipurana and History of Purana Literature in order that the 
impact of the grand teaching of these both might sanctify the taught and believe of upcoming 

learners of Sanskrit. 

SEMESTER-IV, PAPER- EC-II This paper is designed to introduce the students with History of 

Dharmashastra and Manusmriti in order that the impact of the grand teaching of these both 

might sanctify the taught and believe of upcoming learners of Sanskrit. 
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LALIT NARAYAN MITHILA UNIVERSITY 

KAMESHWARANAGAR, DARBHANGA 

Lesson Plan for the Year 2020-21 

Name of the Programme: M.A. 

Name of the Course: CC-I( SEMESTER-1) 

Module Content Course/ 
Module/ 

Learning outcomes Teaching No of Teacher's Remarks 

/Unit Methods classe Name 

Name 
daVeda) 3d(R 

gveda) 

Unit No. 

The course explains| Analytical, 
the greatness of 
the gods,their 

TI(Varuna)-1.25, 10 Two extra 

classes -(Indra)-
2.12,U(Surya)- 
1.115,fda T 

Hia(Vishwamitra Nadi 
Sambad)-3.33, 
3HP(Agni)-1.1.xuznd 
fRTavcbuI(Shiva 

d(Shuk Samkalpa Sukta)-34.1-6 describe the 

Applied, 
Explanatory, 

CC-I 

Unit-1 needed 
abode etc. Extensive etc 

Methodes are 

used. 

Useful Analytical, 
Applied, 

Explanatory, 

The course 09 
(Veda) book for 
CC-I la greatness of the this unit is 
Unit-2 yjurveda god shiva. Extensive etc New Vedic 

Methodes are Selection 

used. Pt. N.K.S. 

Telang & 

B.B. 

Chaube. 
Useful dEVeda): 3Pcda 

CC- 
HTA(Soma) 

(Atharva TgTATH(Rastravibard 
hana)-1.29 

Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

The progress of the 06 
state has been book for 

Unit-3 veda) described. this unit is 
Extensive ett Vedic 

Methodes are devta by 
prof. K.P. used. 

Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory 

Singh. 
The helpful 
book is 

Yaska is the author 07 

(Veda) irukta) of Nirukta.The 
:CC-I course description 

of Synonyms,Solid 
Hindi 

Unit-4 Extensive etc Nirukta 
word and Deities. Methodes are Dr. 

used. Umashank 
ar Sharma 

'Rishi'. 

aa(Veda): Unit - 1,2,3,4 Usually there are Objective and Average 

CC- cT three types 
students in the methods 

pf Descriptive students 

Unit-5 are 04 can 

(Class 
Test) 

class room.They used fearlessly 
are average, good 

and better. 
perceive 

reading 
form the 
meritoriou

s students 

in the class 

room. 



Name of the Course: CC-II (SEMESTER-1) 

No of Teacher's Remarks dule 
Unit 

Teaching 
Methods 

Content Learning outcomes arse 
1odule/ classes Name 

Unit No. Name 

The helpful The course explains the Analytical, 
concept of the meaning | Applied, 
of Vedanta,swarup of | Explanatory, 

of Extensive etc 
its Methodes are 

Also used. 

09 GRII(Dars dTHR 
(Vedanta book 

hana) sara) Vedantasara Vedantasar 

Brahma, 
knowledge 

a by Pndit 

Bdrinath 
by Sadananda lack 

CC- and 

Sukla. division etc. 

describe the concept of 

Panchikaran, 
Unit-1 

parinambada, Samadhi 

etc. 
The course describes Analytical, 
the concept Swarup of Applied, 

by God, Five types of Explanatory, 

Two extra RTH(Dars T yT(HI) 08 
classes hana) (Yogsutra T 

CC-I needed. Yogsutra 
Patanjali (only chittavirti, 
sutra) 

Unit-2 Extensive etc 

chittabhumai,and Eight Methodes are 
used. 

The course explains Analytical, 
of Applied, 

Explanatory, 

types of Yoganga etc. 
Useful GRTA(Dars HBITiR HEIRI 

hana): 
11 

the concept book for 

this unit is (Sankhya Samkhyakarika Sadkaryabada, 
karika) 

CC-II 

Unit-3 by Purushbachana, Extensive etc Sankhyakar 
ika- Ishwarkrisna. Swarup of Nature, Methodes are 
ishwarkrish Pratyaysarga and Three used. 

types of miseryin na. 

humanlife. 
Usually there are three 

types pf students in the Descriptive 
class room.They are 

ERH(Dars T Unit-1,2,3 Objective and 03 Average 

hana): students 

methods are (Class 
Test) 

CC-I can 

Unit-4 average, good and used fearlessly 
perceive 

reading 
better. 

form the 

meritorious 

students in 

the class 
room. 

22 
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Name of the Course: CC-lll (SEMESTER 1) 

Learning Teaching No. of Teacher's Remarks 
Content Jurse/Mo 

dule/Unit 
Module/U 
nit Name Methods classes Name outcomes 

No. The 11 Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

GPIRGDYCRU The course 
helpful 

(Karakprakara 
na) 

explains the 

concept of 
(Vyakarana): book is 

(Siddhanta 

koumodi) 
CC-llI Siddhanta Extensive etc symptoms of 

karaka and six 
Unit-1 koumodi Methods are 

by types of karaka used. 
Giridhar 

etc. 
sharma 

chaturved 

07 One Extra 
Analytical, 
Applied, 

In the Subanta 
class 

(Vyakarana): (Subantapr 
akarana) 

variant,, all the 
needed. 

word forms of the Explanatory, 
three sexes have 

CC-I (The word Adi 

Unit-2 to sarba) Extensive etc 

Methods are been explained 
according to the 

Panini sutras. 
used. 

The 07 Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

The first dhatu of 
helpful 
book is 

vwadigan is bhu (Vyakarana): (Dhatuprak (Bhudhatu 
with sutra) CC-III arana) dhatu. The ten 

Siddhanta lakar of bhu dhatu Extensive etc 
Methods are 

Unit-3 
koumodi discussed here. 
by 
Giridhar 

used. 

sharma 
chaturved 

Three Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

HFT4T THYTRTIT4 The main and 08 

extra (Vyakarana) (Mahabhas (Paspashahnik secondary needs 
hya) CC-I1 am) of grammer, classes 

Unit-4 words are Extensive etc needed. 

discussed Methods are 
constantly and 

impermanently. 
Usually there are 

three types pf 

used. 

Average tT UNGT Unit 1,2,3,4 
(Class Test) 

Objective and 

Descriptive 
04 

students (Vyakarana) 
CC-ll students in the methods are used can 

fearlessly class room.They 
are average, good 

Unit-5 
perceive 

reading and better. 

form the 
meritorio 

students 

in the 

class 

room. 



Name of the Course: CC-IV (SEMESTER 1) 

No. .of Teacher's Remark 
Learning Teaching Course/Modu Module/Unit 

le/Unit No. 
T/RITA(Kav 

Content 

classes Name s 
Methods 
Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory 

outcomes 
Name 
chTocTRT(Kav 

14 The 
Y-ciu 

JrcFirst & arya is the 

Mammatach 
helpful 

ya Shastra)-1: ya Prakash) book is 
Second author of 

CC-IV Kavyapr 
akash Ullasa) Kavya Extensive etc 

Unit-1 
Prakasha.The Methodes are 

used. vishesh 
course 

war 
explains the 

Poetry 
Shiroma 
ni. 

Symtoms,Po 
etry Needs, 

Poetry 
Reasons, 
Poetry 
Differences, 
Rasa 

Swarupa, 
Rasa Dosa 

and Kavya 

Guna. 
13 The Also describe Analytical, 

Applied, 

Explanatory 

T4-GRH cTOYRITtA(Kav 
ya Shastra)-1: 

DIO4cOIRT(Kav 
ya Prakash) 

useful 
the concept 3oTH(Nine 

& Ten Ullasa) of different 
book is 

CC-IV 
Alankaras. Extensive etc Kavyapr 

Unit-2 
Methodes are akash: 

Prof. used. 
Reva 

Prasad 

Dwivedi. 
Average c04kA(Kav aT TRiT 

ya Shastra)-1: 

Usually there Objective and 04 

Descriptive 
Unit-1,2 

are three student 
(Class Test 

types pf methods are s can 
CC-IV 

students in used fearlessl 
Unit-3 

the class 

room.They perceive 

are average, reading 
good and form 

better. the 

meritori 
ous 

student 
s in the 

class 

room. 
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Name of the Course: CC-V (SEMESTER -2) 

Course/Mo 
dule/Unit 

Module/Unit Content Learning outcomes Teaching No. of Teache Remarks 
classe r's 

Name 
Methods 

No. 
Name 4T9TfAsT-T 

(Bhashabijna ato 
n): CC-V 

Language 
classification, 

Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

10 The useful 
(Little 
introduction) 

book is 

language Bhashabijn 
an by 

Bholanath 

Unit-1 
Extensive 

(Bhasha ka 
bargikaran & 
bharopio 

originationdecision 
s, different etc 

Methodes Tiwari. language families, 
special identities of 

European language 

are used. 
bhasha 
paribar) 

families etc are 

explaind. 
The direction of 4NTT- 

(Bhashabijna (Dhwaniparib 
n):CC-V 

caf uad- 3ATC1, Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

07 TWo extra 

sound change, 

Anaptyxis, 
Prothesis, 

THTR, TT classes 
artan) 

Unit-2 AT, HE needed. 

Extensive 

etc Epenthesis, 
Aphesis, Syncope, 
Haplology, 
Metathisis, Analogy 

TAnaptyxi Methodes 
s, Prothesis are used. 

etc) 

& sound 

pronounciation etc 

are discussed. 
According to Grims, Analytical, 

Warner &Grasman Applied, 
the rules of 

EatHATE TT H,TAT,IT 8 The useful 
(Bhashabijna f book is 
n): CC-V 

Dhwani Explanatory, (Grims, 
varner etc) 

Bhashabijn 
an by 

Mangal 

Unit-3 
sastra ka Pronology have Extensive 

etc niyam) been discussed. 
Methodes deb shastri. 
are used. 

4T9T 
(Bhashabijna HaI 

The course explains Analytical, 

the concept of 
semantics Theory. 

06 Two extra 

qfT (Little Applied, 
Explanatory, 

classes 
n): CC-V 

introduction) needed. 
Unit-4 Extensive Arthobijnan 

etc 
ka 

Methodes 
siddhanta) are used. 

Objective Unit-1,2,3,4 Usually there are 
three types pf 

04 Average 
(Bhashabijna (Class Test) 
n): CC-V 

and students 
students in the class Descriptive can 

Unit-5 room.They are methods are fearlessly 
average, good and used perceive 

reading 
form the 

better. 

meritoriou 

s students 

in the class 

room. 
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Name of the Course: Cc-VI (SEMESTER -2) 

No. of Teacher's Remarks 

classe Name 
Module/Unit Content Learning Teaching Course/Modul 

e/Unit No. Name outcomes Methods 

The Analytical, 12 
Applied, 

Explanato 

The great poet 

(Meghduta) (Uttermegha) Kalidasa is the useful (Paddhya 
kavya) : CC-VI 

Unit-1 

book is author of 
Meghdu 
ta by 

shesraj 

ry, Meghdutam. 
Extensive 

The course 
etc 

describes the 
Methodes sharma 

Alaka's are used. regmi. mountain & 

finally the union 

of Yaksha 

&Yakshini. 
Ashwaghosh is Two Analytical, | 10 

Applied, 
Explanato 

HT(Sarga)- 
extra (Paddhya 

kavya) CC-VI 
(Buddhacharit 
a) 

1-2 the author of 
classes 

Buddhacharitam 
Unit-2 needed. 

The course ry, 
Extensive 

explains the 

story of Buddha. 
etc 

Methodes 

are used. 

Objective Unit 1,2 08 Average Usually there are 

three types pf students (Paddhya 
kavya) CC-VI 

(Class Test and 

students in the Descriptiv can 

Unit-3 class room.They e methods fearlessl 

are average, good | are used 

and better. perceive 

reading 
form the 
meritori 

ous 

students 
in the 

class 

room. 

3.22 



Name of the Course : CC-VIl (SEMESTER-2) 
Teaching Gse/Module/ Module/Uni Content Remarks Learning No. Teac 

Unit No t Name outcomes Methods of her's 

class Nam 

The useful Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanator 

The course 10 

explains the book is Vedi (Vedic 
Literature) Mantra, literature & 

fat vaidic 
sahitya ka itihas, 

pashchtya 

(Little Brahmanm, Sanskriti 

Aranyak and Extensive 
Upanishad. 

pt. Baldev 

Upadhaya 
Introduction-
Sayana & 

Dayananda) 
etc 

samalochona and Methodes 

nibanda): cC-VII are used. 

Unit 1 
The helpful Analytical, 

Applied, 
Explanator 

11 Joining Western The course 
Vedic Scholars- explains the 
Maxmular, Mac 

donel,Weber,BI 
oomfild,Wilson, 
Grifieth,Winter 

book is (Vedic 
Literature) History of period of 

the Vedas. A vaidic 
sahitya ka itihas, 

pashchtya 

Indian 

Extensive Literature 

etc Wol. I Part-

samalochona and nits,Kieth,Rotha Methodes IM. 

nibanda): CC-VII are used. Vintemits. 

Unit-2 
The useful Analytical, 

Applied, 
Explanator 

Sanskrit On Vedic The course 10 

stE,UTSN book is 
history of 

Article Matters describes 
the Sanskrit 

Avaidic 
sahitya ka itihas, 

pashchtya 

book on Sanskrit 

Vedic Extensive Literature 

literature. etc A.A 

samalochona and Methodes Macdonel. 
nibanda): CC-VII are used. 

Unit-3 
Unit-1,2,3 Usually Objective 12 Average 

(Class Test) there are and students 
three types Descriptive can 

fa vaidic 
sahitya ka itihas, 

pashchtya 

pf students methods fearlessly 
in the class are used perceive 

reading room.They 
samalochona and are average form the 

nibanda): CC-VII good and meritorious 

Unit-4 better. students in 

the class 

room. 

H 

L 



Name of the Course: Cc-VII (SEMESTER -2) 

Course/Mo 
dule/Unit 

Module/Unit Content Learning Teaching No. of Teacher Remarks 

Name outcomes Methods classe s Name 

No 

Too The course The Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

10 

(Gadya (Kadambari) described the useful 

kavya):CC y-(From Sudraka's book is 

VIll Shudrak Varnan Kadamba biography and 

Bindhyatabi 
Extensive etc 

ri: Prof. 
J.S.L. 

Unit- 1 to bindhyatabi) Methodes are 

mountain. used. 
Tripathi 

TErcHTo Two Analytical, 
explains the story Applied, 

Explanatory, 

The course 08 

(Gadya 
kavya):CC 

(Harshacharita) (First Uchchasa) extra 

of classes 

VilI Harshabardhana. Extensive etc needed. 

Unit-2 Methodes are 
used. 

Objective and 08 

Descriptive 

Unit-1,2 Average 
(Gadya 
kavya):CC- 

Usually there are 

three types pf (Class Test) students 

students in the methods are can 

VIl class room. They used earlessly 
Unit-3 are average, perceive 

good and better. reading 
form the 

meritorio 

us 

students 

the 

class 

room. 

. ' 



Name of the Course: CC-IX (SEMESTER -2) 

ourse/Mc Module/Unit Content Learning Teaching No. .of Teacher's Remarks 
Name Methods classes Name 

Analytical, 
Applied, 

e/Unit No outcomes 
1-5 35 Shudraka is the 10 The 

(Rupaka): CC-X (Mrcchakatikam) author of the useful 

Unit-1 book is 3y-)Act 
1-5(A little 

study) 

Mricchakatikam. Explanator 
The course Mrcchaka 

tik: Prof. explains the 

love story of 

Extensive 

etc J.S.L 
Charudutta and Methodes Tripathi 

Basantasena 
1-3 s/(Act) The great poet 

(Rupaka): CC-IX (Vikramorboshiyam 1-2 3ias(Act) Kalidasa is the 

are used. 

Three Analytical, 
Applied, 

Explanator 

08 
extra 

Unit-2 classes ), HARIRIH 

(Mudrarakshasam) 
author of 

needed. theVikramobarsi y, 
yama. The 

course explains 
the love story of 

king Pururava 

Extensive 

etc 

Methodes 
are used. 

and Urbashi. 

The course JTRRIHaRaH 
(Rupaka): CC-IX (Uttarramacharita 

DAct)-1- Two Analytical 
Applied, 
Explanator 

07 

3 describes the extra 

Unit-3 m) reunion of Ram classes 

and Sita and y. needed. 

return of Extensive 

Ayodhya. etc 

Methodes 
are used. 

Unit-1,2,3 Usually there 
are three types 

Objective 06 Average 
Rupaka): CC-IX (Class Test) students and 

Unit-4 pf students in Descriptive can 

fearlessly 
perceive 
reading 

the class methods 
room.They are are used. 

average, good 
and better. form the 

meritorioo 
us 

students 
in the 

class 

room. 

HEAD 



Name of the Course: Cc-X (SEMESTER -3) 

dul Teaching No. of Teacher's Remarks 
rse/Mo Content Learning 

Methods classes Name 
ale/Unit e/Unit outcomes 

Name 
No 

07 Two extra 
Analytical, 
Applied, 

in Abhinavbharati. Explanatory, 

Rasasutra are 
classes needed. 

ad (Rasasutra) discussed in detail 
(Natya 
shatra): CC- (Bharat 

Extensive etc 

Unit-1 Natyas Methodes are 

hastra) used. 
Four extra 

TEUNT4f-Ta]d H1 Bhattolollata, Shan Analytical, 
kuka & 

06 
classes needed. 

Applied, (Natya 
(Natyas (Abhinav 
hastra) Gupta's 

decision) 

shatra): CC Bhattanayaka Explanatory, 

have been Extensive etc 

discussed as the Methodes are Unit-2 

decision of used. 

Abhinav Gupta on 

the opinion of 

these three. 
Ten types of 
Rupakas have 

09 The useful book 
Analytical, 
Applied, 

Explanatory, 
is Dasharupka: 
Pt. Ramshankar (Natya (First 

shatra): CC (Dasha Prakasha) 1 
rupaka) 22 Karika 

been explained 

with five Extensive etc Triphathi 
X 

Methodes are Arthaprakriti, Five 

Abastha etc. 
Tipes of heroes 

uebIRT(Second and heroines have 

Unit-3 
used. 

The helpful 

book is 
Analytical, 07 

(Natya 
shatra): CC- (Dasha 

Applied, 

Explanatory, dasharupaka : Prakasha)1 
rupaka) 27 Karika 

been discussed. 

Extensive etc Dr. S.5. 
X 

Methodes are Malabiya. Unit-4 

used. 
The useful book TiiauepiRI(Th The eighteen 

Uparupakas has Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory 

is dasharupaka: 
prof. Ramji 
Upadhaya.

(Natya ird Prakasha 06 

been discussed. shatra): CC- (Dasha 

rupaka) 
1-40 Karika 

X 

Unit-5 Extensive etc 

Methodes are

used. 
Objective and 03 Average Unit 

1,2,3,4,5 
Usually there are 

three types pf 

students in the 
(Natya Descriptive students can 

fearlessly shatra): CC (Class 
Test) 

methods are

used. perceive 
reading form 

X class room.They 

are average, good 
and better. 

Unit-6 
the meritorious 

students in the 

class room. 

. 



Name of the course :CC-XI (SEMESTER-3) 

wurse/Mod 
ule/Unit No 

Module/U Content Learning Teaching No. of Teacher's Remarks 
nit Name outcomes Methods classes Name 

M TThe Sprite of The useful Analytical, 

Applied, 
Explanatory, 

10 

(Dhwanyal (First 
ok) 

(Kavya book is 

shatra)-l: CC 
poetry, poetic 

traits, poetic Uddhata) Dhwanyalo 
k Pt. 
Jagatnath 
Patak. 

XI differences Extensive 
Unit-1 and lack of etc 

poetry have Methodes 

been are used. 

discussed. 

coyoT|6-8 3elH | The course 
(Kavya 
prakas) 

Two extra Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory 

classes (Kavya 
shatra)-l:CC 

(Ullas) explains the 

concept of needed. 

XI Rasa. Extensive 
Unit-2 etc 

Methodes 

are used. 
Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

chO4RTT Ritorica and 09 The useful 

book is (Kavya 
shatra)-l1:CC- 

Poetics 
Arustu ka (Arustu ka (Little 

Kavya 
shatra) 

discuss the 
XI Kavya introducti poetic 

on) 
Extensive 

Unit-3 qualities and etc shatra Dr. 

features in Methodes Nagendra. 

these two are used. 

poems 
Unit-1,2,3 Usually there Objective 03 Average 

students (Kavya
shatra)-11:CC- 

(Class Test are three and 

types pf Descriptive can 

XI students in methods are fearlessly 
Unit-4 the class used. perceive 

room.They are reading 
average, form the 

good and meritoriou 

better s students 
in the class 

room. 

222 
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Name of the Course: CC-XII (SEMESTER -3) 

ourse/Mole/Uni 
t No 

Module/Unit Content 
Name 

Learning Teaching No. of Teacher's Remarks 

outcomes Methods classes Name 

The course 10 The useful Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

HET TRTIEexplains book is 

(Sanskrit the Sanskrit 
Prau(Sanskrit sahitya sahitya ka 
ka itihas, pashchtya 

sahitya ka (Ramayana, 
Mahabharata 

concept of 

Ramayana, 
Mahabhara used. 
ta, Drama 

Extensive etc 
itihas) Methodes are itihas-Pt. 

samalochona and 

nibanda): CC-XII 
,Drama and Balodeb 

Epic.) Upadyay. 
Unit-1 and Epic. 

teREN The course 
,lA-TH, 

08 Two extra Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory, 

Aastu,Plato Extensive ett 

explains classes 

(pashchtya the littof needed. 

Aauysanskrit sahitya samalochona ATY 3rke 
ka itihas, pashchtya 
samalochona and 

,Hores,Lan Methodes are 

RIT 3741ginas,Thom 
(Plato, arstu, 

used. 
nibanda): CC- XII as Stuart 

Unit-2 hores etc Eliat,Richar 
little study) ds. 

10 Two extra Analytical, 
Applied, 

Explanatory 

The course 
FtAFT, UTY classes (Sanskrit 

Nibandha) 
(Sanskrit 
Nibandha) 

includes 

among the needed. 
t(Sankrit sahitya 
ka itihas, pashchtya 

book are Extensive etc 

Abhijnanas Methodes are 
samalochona and akuntalam used. 
nibanda): CC- XI
Unit-3 

by the 

great poet 
Kalidasa, 
Swapnabas 
avdattam 
by Bhasa, 
Kadambari 

by 
Banbhatta 
etc. 

Unit-1,2,3 Usually Objective and 

Descriptive 
three types methods are 

pf students used. 

04 Average 
fTETH, TEry (Class Test) there are students 

can 

fau(Sankrit sahitya 
ka itihas, pashchtya 

fearlessly 
in the class perceive 

samalochona and room.They reading 
form the nibanda): CC- XII are 

Unit-4 average, meritoriou 
good and s students 

better in the class 

room. 

2.3.22 
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Name of the Course: CC-XII (SEMESTER 3) 

Course/Module 
/Unit No 

Module/Unit Content Learning Teaching No. of Teacher 
classe s Name 

Name Remarks 
outcomes Methods 

The courses Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatory 

08 Two extra 
(Darshanik includes classes (Sanskrit Bishoi) among the 

books are 
(Bharatiya Nibandha) needed 
darshana ka ,Extensive 

Tarkasamgrah etc 
a by 

Annangbhatta are used. 
,Tarkabhasha 
by 
Keshavmishra 

itihas or 
Methodes nibanda): CC-XIII 

Unit-1 

etc. 
HIRE,u1,2, Analytical, 

Applied, 

Explanatory 

The course 10 Two extra 

explains the 
little study of 

Samkhya- 
Yoga,Naya- 
Baisheshika,M Methodes 
imangsha- 
Vedanta,Char 
vaka,Jain and 

Bouddha. 

classes 
4Tdty zri- needed. 

(Bharatiya 
darshana ka 

, Extensive 

(Bharatiya 
darshana ka 

nibanda): CC-XiII itihas(Bharati 

(Sankhya yoga 
etc) 

etc 
itihas or 

are used. 
Unit-2 ya darshana 

ka itihas) 

34T9gA 
faaroi 

The course Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanatoy 

11 Two extra 

E, f¢doH,|gives a brief 
HUceiRTT qUA Overview on 

classes 
(Adhunik needed. 

(Bharatiya Bicharak) the , Extensive 
darshana ka philosophical etc 
itihas or (Ramkrishna trials of Methodes 
nibanda): CC-XIlI paramhannsa etc modern are used. 
Unit-3 judges such as 

Ramkrishna 

Paramhansha, 
Arvinda, 

Vivekanana. 
Usually there Unit-1,2,3 Objective 04 Average 

(Class Test are three and students 

types pf Descriptive can 

(Bharatiya 
darshana ka 

students in methods fearlessly 
the class are used. perceive 

itihas or room.They reading 
nibanda): CC-XIII are average, form the 

Unit-4 good and meritoriou 

better s students 

in the class 

room. 

s2rskrit 



Name of the Course: cc-xIV (SEMESTER 3) 

Course/Module/U Module/Un Content Learning Teaching No. of Teacher' Remarks 
classe Name 

nit No it Name 
outcomes Methods 

By Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanator 

The useful 4TT(Sodha 
paddhti or 

anubad):Cc-XIV 

09 (Pandulipi) retrievingB book is 
(Little the sanskrita 
introductio manuscript y, Shodhprabid 

hi 
Unit-1 

n) we can now Extensive 

the ancient etc 

history. Methodes 

ATRSy AAtuT|IHT 
(Prarupa 
nirmana) 

are used. 

Analytical, 
meaning of Applied, 

Explanator 

The 08 The useful 
4TTE(Sodha 
paddhti or 

anubad):CC-XIV 
Unit-2 

book is 

(Little research samskrita 
introductio requiremen Y 

t, methods 
Shodhprabid 

n) Extensive hi 

new etc 

knowledge Methodes 
etc. are are used. 

discussed 
here. 

Proof Proof Analytical, | 07 

any spelling Applied, 
Explanator 

If there is The useful 

4TT(Sodha 
paddhti or 

reading reading book is 

mistake in samskrita 
anubad):CC-XIV the artice it | Y Shodhprabid 
Unit-3 is written Extensive hi 

correctly. etc 

Methodes 
are used. 

Translation Translation Translation Three extra 
4gAE(Sodha 
paddhti or 

anubad):CC-XIV 

is very Analytical, 
Applied, 
Explanator 

06 classes 

important needed. 
fo 

Unit-4 knowledge Y, 
from one Extensive 

language to etc 

another Methodes 

language. are used. 

Unit-1,2,3,4 Usually Objective Average 
4TIC(Sodha 
paddhti or 

anubad):CC-XIV 

(Class Test) there are and students can 
three types Descriptive 

pf students methods 
fearlessly 
perceive 
reading form 

04 

Unit-5 in the class are used. 

room.They the 
are average meritorious 
good and students in 
better. the class 

room 

HAD 
ie3 217Krit 



Name of the Course: CC-Xv (SEMESTER -4) 

Course/Module/Uni Module/Uni Content 
TeacherRemarks 

LearningTeaching 
outcomes Methods 

No. of 

t No tName classe s Name 

Three 
RTUT 
(Purana): EC-I 

gRTUT 
(Purana) 

4gTa The 

, f~rayIuI, 
12 Analytical, 

Applied, 
Explanatory 

extra 
course 

Unit-1 explains 
classes 
needed. 

the Extensive 

(Srimad different etc 

bhagbad narratives Methodes 
etc little and are used. 

study) anecdotes 

and 

various 

stories Three 
RTUT 
(Purana):EC-I 

10 Analytical, 

Applied, 
Explanatory 

HHT- The 
extra 

course classes 
(Little 
study) 

Unit-2 (Puran 
sahitya ka 

itihas) 

explain 
the ,Extensive 

needed. 

Creation etc 

of the Methodes 

Universe are used. 

etc. 
Usually HlGCH(Oral) Unit-1,2 Objective 04 Average 

students 
(Purana): EC-I 

Unit-3 

there are and 

three Descriptive can 

fearlessly types pf 
students 

methods 

are used. perceive 

reading 
form the 

in the 

class 
room.The 

meritoriou 

y are 
s students 

average, 
in the class 

good and room. 

better. 

4A 
3: aKrit 
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